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[Verse]
                       Dmaj7               Gmaj7
sometimes i wish i was lost, in some place far away
                    A                           G
leave my shadows of thoughts, and my belongings behind
                       Dmaj7               Gmaj7
sometimes i wish i was lost, in some place far away
                    A                           G
leave the people behind, that seem to drag me in time
            Dmaj7               Gmaj7
god take me away, far out into outer space
                    A                G
just show me some place, where I can finally wake up from this

[Chorus]
Bm                        A
body of dreams that won t surrender to me,
            G
it s just a promise that falls, just a promise that slips away
     Bm                        A
this body of dreams that won t surrender to me,
            G                                        Dmaj7
it s just a promise that falls, a promise that slips away

Gmaj7 A G Dmaj7 Gmaj7 A G

[Verse]
                       Dmaj7               Gmaj7
sometimes i wish i was lost, in some place far away
                    A                           G
leave my shadows of thoughts, and my belongings behind

                       Dmaj7               Gmaj7
sometimes i wish i was gone, I wish I was erased from space
                    A                           G
leave no shadows of thoughts, no trace of my name

                       Dmaj7               Gmaj7
i could dance with the stars, slip away from my dark desires
                    A                           G
the unforgivable sins, that seem to burn in my skin

                       Dmaj7               Gmaj7
i could sleep in the wind, and flow from coast to coast
                    A                           G
forget i ve ever felt pain, forget even my name



                       Dmaj7               Gmaj7
so god take me away, far out into outer space
                    A                           G
and show me some place where I can finally wake up from this

[Chorus]
Bm                        A
body of dreams that won t surrender to me,
            G
it s just a promise that falls, just a promise that slips away
     Bm                        A
this body of dreams that won t surrender to me,
            G
it s just a promise that falls, just a promise that slips away
Bm                        A
body of dreams that won t surrender to me,
            G
it s just a promise that falls, just a promise that slips away
     Bm                        A
this body of dreams that won t surrender to me,
            G
it s just a promise that falls, just a promise that slips away

                       Dmaj7               Gmaj7
sometimes i wish i was lost,
                    A                           G


